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Abstract

The European crisis in the late 2000s has revealed a vicious circle between the �nancial

health of governments and banks, re�ecting banks' holdings of sovereign debt and government

commitments to �nancial bailouts. Understanding the linkages between sovereign and banking

risk is a central element of an e�ective macroprudential policy framework. However, identi-

fying the direction of causality between the two is a major challenge. I tackle this problem

by compiling a timeline of news between 2004 and 2013 and separating them into news that

primarily a�ect banks, primarily a�ect governments, or impact both. The shocks identi�ed

by this narrative approach are used as instruments in a TSLS regression that estimates the

e�ect of sovereign Credit Default Swaps (CDS) spreads on banking CDS spreads. The analy-

sis relies on a panel of daily CDS banking and sovereign spreads for ten Euro Area countries

between 2004 and 2013. I �nd that the impact is heterogeneous across space and time. In

particular, shocks to sovereign CDS spreads in Periphery countries signi�cantly increase the

banking CDS spreads in these countries during the �nancial crisis. No such link is found for

the Core countries. Finally, I show that policy decisions such as the intervention by Mario

Draghi in July 2012 a�ect the transmission, and that the subsequent introduction of Outright

Monetary Transactions by the European Central Bank broke the sovereign-bank nexus.
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1 Introduction

The Eurozone sovereign crisis that started in the late 2000s brought the interconnection between

sovereigns and banks into sharp focus. The sovereign crisis in periphery countries (in particular

Greece, Portugal, and Italy) has been the main driver of the banking crisis. The two-ways linkages

between sovereigns and banks have led to a �diabolic loop� where �nancial stress of sovereigns

led to �nancial stress of banks, and vice versa, thereby amplifying the risk of default in the

aftermath of shocks (Acharya et al. (2015)). Given banks' large holdings of sovereign debt, the

fall in sovereign bond prices fueled an increase of banking risk stemming from capital losses and

a reduced credibility of governments' bailout guarantees (Altavilla et al. (2016)). Financial stress

in banks raised, in turn, the default risk of governments that could be compelled to bail out

banks. This feedback loop ampli�ed the Eurozone sovereign crisis until it peaked in 2011, when

the interest di�erentials between sovereign bonds of the crisis countries and the German Bund

widened and became more volatile. Only the announcement of a buyer of last resort program,

the Outright Monetary Transactions program (OMT), by the European Central Bank (ECB) in

July 2012 e�ectively broke the loop and led to a decrease in the di�erentials by restoring the

maneuvering space of governments and banks.

A major challenge for researchers analyzing the sovereign-bank diabolic loop is to determine the

direction of causality. Addressing this challenge is important as the appropriate policy measures

depend on whether, to which extent, and in which countries the sovereigns a�ect banks and vice

versa (Altavilla et al. (2016), Acharya et al. (2015), De Marco (2016)).

In this paper, I assess the impact of sovereign risk on banking risk through an identi�cation

approach that involves two steps. I �rst compile a novel timeline of daily news that represent

shocks to the sovereigns' liabilities or the banks' liabilities. I base my work on the methodology of

Brutti & Saure (2015) who use news to identify shocks speci�c to Greece during the Greek crisis.

Based on this original database of news, I follow the narrative strategy introduced by Romer &

Romer (1989) to separate news into shocks speci�c to banks, shocks speci�c to governments, and

shocks common to both. In the second step, I use a Two-Stage Least Squares (TSLS) model to

estimate the e�ect of sovereign CDS spreads on banking CDS spreads. CDS spreads on government

securities are widely used in the literature as a proxy for sovereign risk (Pan & Singleton (2008)). I

take advantage of the shocks speci�c to governments and build three instrumental variables. Then

I use them to purge the endogenous variation from the CDS sovereign spreads in the �rst stage of

the TSLS.

The model is estimated on a panel of daily data for ten Euro Area countries from 2004 to 2013.

Following Battistini et al. (2014), I divide the European countries into Core and Periphery coun-

tries. I also distinguish di�erent subperiods before, during, and after the �nancial crisis. I use

two di�erent time intervals to de�ne the crisis period: from 2007 to 2012 (the period in which the
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exposure of banks to domestic sovereign debt started to increase in the Euro Area, Battistini et al.

(2014)) and from 2009 to 2012 (the period of the sovereign debt crisis, after the Greek elections in

October 2009).

The analysis shows that the news shocks from the timeline are good instruments for the sovereign

CDS spreads. Additionally, there is a strong impact of sovereign CDS spreads on the banks' CDS

spreads. In particular, I �nd that in Periphery countries during the restricted sovereign crisis

period (2009-2012) the e�ect of an increase of 100 basis points in the sovereign CDS spread causes

an increase of more than 21 basis points in the banks' CDS spread, controlling for �nancial market

volatility and countries' debt burden. These results are in line with the previous literature. For

instance, Altavilla et al. (2016) �nd that a 100 basis points increase in the domestic sovereign risk

of Periphery countries causes an increase of 31.5 basis points in the CDS premium of a bank with

a median exposure to sovereigns. My analysis also shows that while the link from sovereign to

banks CDS spread is found in Periphery countries during the crisis, it is absent before and after

the crisis. In addition, I do not �nd evidence for a link in Core countries, both in the crisis period

and in normal times. This is in line with Buch et al. (2013) who do not �nd signi�cant sovereign

to banks spillover e�ects in Germany during the crisis.

The analysis highlights the importance of carefully identifying the causality between sovereign and

bank CDS spreads. Estimates based on ordinary least squares indicate that there is an e�ect from

sovereign risk to banks even after the ECB policy interventions, and this e�ect is observed in Core

countries as well. These results change substantially when applying my narrative identi�cation

strategy in a TSLS framework. In particular, I �nd no e�ect after 2012 once reverse causality bias

is eliminated.

The results of my paper emphasize that a policy institution in charge of banking and �nancial

stability has to closely follow shocks on sovereign risk, since more than one �fth of the e�ect of

the sovereign shock is transmitted to the �nancial sector in crisis periods. If the e�ect is strong

enough, it can e�ectively in�uence the pass-through of the sovereign shock to the real economy

through banks. During the crisis, individual interventions by single governments in the Eurozone

were not useful in breaking the linkage between sovereign risk and banking risk. This suggests that

more policy coordination among Euro area member states, for instance through the completion of

the Banking Union, is the right path to enhance macro�nancial stability and loosen the banking-

sovereign nexus.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the relevant literature and

positions the paper in the current debate. Section 3 describes the data. Section 4 explains my

identi�cation strategy and the empirical framework. The results are presented in Section 5; section

6 discusses their policy implications. Section 7 concludes.
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2 Related literature

The contribution of this empirical paper is based on an identi�cation strategy that uses the nar-

rative approach with panel data. I compile an original list of news selected from di�erent sources

and I use them as instruments in a TSLS model. To my knowledge, this is the �rst work that

applies this approach to the analysis of the European crisis.

The idea of using news as instruments for shocks of interest is not new. Romer & Romer (1989)

introduced the narrative approach with an analysis of postwar US monetary policy. They use the

historical record to isolate large monetary shocks not caused by any change in fundamentals to

test the real e�ects of monetary policy. The narrative approach applied to a timeline of daily news

has been used also by Brutti & Saure (2015) to identify �nancial shocks, that originated in Greece

during the European sovereign crisis, and then spilled over to other Euro Area countries. Both

these papers use a VAR model to analyze the propagation of the identi�ed shocks.1 Erce (2015)

analyzes sovereign CDS drivers using a Generalized Least Squares panel data approach. He uses

CDS spreads in levels to model the vicious circle between bank and sovereign risk in the Euro

Area, showing that sovereign risk has a stronger feedback e�ect on the banking sector, than vice

versa. I use a similar panel approach, since this methodology gives more room to explain potential

heterogeneity than a VAR (Erce (2015)). Bocola (2016) studies how news of a future sovereign

default hampers �nancial intermediation in a business cycle model where banks are exposed to

domestic sovereign debt. Durdu et al. (2013) suggest that unexpected news shocks, that determine

shifts in expectations regarding the future path of public sector expenditures and output growth,

have in�uenced sovereign bond spreads during the crisis. I take inspiration for these two studies

to justify the use of three instruments based on unexpected news shocks to estimate sovereign

risk. Zoli (2013) uses good and bad news dummies to estimate the change in the 10-year Italian

government bond spreads over the German Bund. I use a similar approach but I have a longer

timeline of news (Zoli (2013) uses the period 2008-2012, while my data go from 2004 to 2013) and

I do not distinguish between good and bad shocks. Moreover, I cover a larger group of countries

(ten Eurozone countries) while Zoli (2013) focuses on Italy.

Although this paper concentrates on the transmission of the sovereign risk to the banks, the

feedback loop has a central role in my analysis since it is the source of the reverse causality that

would bias a standard OLS estimation. Acharya et al. (2014) is one of the �rst papers to model the

feedback loop between banks and sovereigns. It �nds empirical evidence for the direct feedback

between �nancial and sovereign risk. They assume a closed-economy model and use data from

banking CDS spreads and sovereign CDS spreads over 2007-2010 to show that the announcements

of bailouts were associated with a widening of sovereign CDS spreads and narrowing of banking

1Others used VARs to explore spillover e�ects during the European crisis: Diebold & Yilmaz (2009), Favero &
Giavazzi (2012),Favero (2013), Heinz & Sun (2014). King (2009) uses news about bank rescues between 2008 and
2009 for an event study analysis on the impact of government bailouts of banks on the �nancial markets.
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CDS spreads, followed by a co-movement between banking and sovereign CDS spreads. Acharya

& Ste�en (2015) explain the dynamics of banking risk in the Euro Area between 2010 and 2013

as a carry trade between peripheral European countries and Germany. Another early work on the

sovereign-bank nexus is the empirical analysis by Mody & Sandri (2012). They use a panel analysis

on weekly data to study the development of the �nancial crisis in Europe into a sovereign crisis.

Their paper is in contrast with Reinhart and Rogo�,who assess that �scal crisis follows banking

crises (Reinhart & Rogo� (2011), Reinhart & Rogo� (2009)). Mody & Sandri (2012) shows that,

when a sovereign crisis follows a banking crisis, the perpetuation of a twin crisis is due also to the

mutual reinforcement of sovereign and banking risk. It is then incorrect to divide the phase of the

banking crisis from the sovereign one.

To prove their point Mody & Sandri (2012) build a �rst timeline of the European crisis. They

divide the crisis in di�erent stages marked by important events: the subprime crisis in July 2007

started the global �nancial crisis, the Bear Stearns rescue in March 2008 marked the beginning of

a separate banking-sovereign crisis in Europe, the Anglo Irish Nationalization in January 2009 and

�nally the �rst Greek bailout in May 2010 worsen the feedback loop between banks and sovereigns.

Their focus is on the passage from the subprime crisis to the �rst phase of the European crisis,

while the sovereign crisis that developed after 2009 is not studied in detail. In contrast, my paper

focus on the e�ects of sovereign shocks on banking risk. In this sense I continue the study of the

crisis, going more in detail after 2009 and looking also at the period after the Dragi speech in

July 2012. I choose the Draghi speech as a signi�cant event to end the crisis because the OMT

announcement was e�ective in decreasing the bond spreads in the Periphery countries. Altavilla

et al. (2016) show that the announcement decreased Italian and Spanish 2-year sovereign bond

yields by about 2 percentage points while leaving unchanged German government bonds of the

same maturity.

My paper contributes to the literature that analyze the impact of a change in sovereign risk on

banking risk. Bocola (2016) builds a theoretical framework for describing the macroeconomic

implications of this mechanism. He models sovereign credit risk in a business cycle model where

banks are exposed to domestic government debt. News about a future sovereign debt default

prevent the optimal functioning of �nancial intermediation. This happens because sovereign risk

increases the funding costs for banks and generates a precautionary motive for banks to deleverage.

Whenever assets need to be rescheduled or written o�, domestic banks are usually the �rst to be

hit by the negative shock. BIS (2011) recognizes four main channels through which a deterioration

in the creditworthiness of a sovereign can have an impact on the banking system: the negative

impact of sovereign exposures on banks' assets, the decrease of the value of banks' collateral, the

negative e�ects on the country's economy in case of a sovereign downgrade and the reduction in

government guarantees for banks. In the extreme case of a sovereign restructuring, their adverse

impact on domestic economies is given to a large extent to the disruption of domestic �nancial
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system, as assessed by IMF (2002). This paper presents an overview of the similarities in the

e�ects of sovereign restructuring on �nancial sector distresses in the debt restructurings of four

emerging economies (Russia, Ukraine, Ecuador and Pakistan).

Bank's sovereign debt home bias has a central role in the transmission of domestic sovereign risk

to domestic banks. Acharya et al. (2014) and Battistini et al. (2014) document how the high

exposure of their sample banks to their own sovereign, correlates positively with increase in yields.

Home bias in the Euro Area grew overtime during the crisis, with potential negative e�ects for

debt sustainability: Asonuma et al. (2015) �nd that home bias could give countries more �scal

breathing space as an immediate e�ect, but it delays �scal consolidation, worsening the sovereign

debt sustainability until a breaking point. For this reason, this paper focuses on the sovereign-bank

nexus in a closed economy setting.

3 Data

I build a panel dataset for sovereign and banking risk using data for ten countries of the Euro

Area. The proxy for sovereign risk is the sovereign CDS spread for each country. The proxy for

banking risk is the aggregate value of the CDS spreads of the main banks of each country weighted

for their assets. I choose the CDS premium mid2 and I use CDS with MM restructuring clause3

, when available, and CDS denominated in Euro with a 5-year maturity, which is considered the

most liquid (Ballester et al. (2013)). All CDS data are from Datastream. Tables 1 and 2 list all

my sources.

I use daily data that go from mid-February 2004 to the third week of October 2013. This period of

study allows me to cover various phases of the European crisis. 2004-2007 is the �pre-crisis period�.

The crisis period, from 2007 to 2012, consists of various events. In August 2007 the subprime crisis

spread from the United States to other countries. After the two main European crisis come: the

Irish crisis (in 2009) and the Greek one (in 2010). In 2011 there is the worsening in the sovereign

crisis and the contagion to Portugal, Italy and France. This series of interconnected crises was

accompanied by several European resolutions until the �Whatever it takes� speech by Mario Draghi

in July 2012.

2The mid price for a CDS spread is the mid-rate spread between the entity and the relevant benchmark curve
expressed in basis points.

3The choice of the restructuring type (de�nition of what constitutes a default) is based on regional preferences.
Concretely, my �rst choice was the modi�ed-modi�ed restructuring clause. Where the MM clause was not available, I
took the fully restructured clause or other clauses. The majority of European default swaps are transacted according
to the modi�ed-modi�ed restructuring clause. See also Packer & Zhu (2005).
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3.1 Banking risk

Table 3 in the Appendix show all the banks included in the sample by country along with their

coverage periods. I select the banks by the sample drawn by the European Banking Authority

(EBA) for carrying out stress tests in 2011 , to which are the banks with the highest total asset

value in each country as representative of the large �nancial institutions in Europe (Ballester et al.

(2013)). Among the 91 participants to the stress tests in 2011, only 38 banks are involved in a

CDS issued by third parties. Complete data series for banking CDS spreads are more di�cult to

obtain than those of sovereign CDS data.4

There are di�erent ways to measure �nancial risk at a country level. Mody & Sandri (2012) use

a measure of the prospects of the �nancial sector as a proxy for �nancial risk. The index is the

ratio of the equity index of the country's �nancial sector to the overall equity index. Since I am

speci�cally interested in the risk of default for banks, I do not use a general index of �nancial

riskiness. Instead, I took the average of the CDS spread by bank weighted by the ratio of the

assets of each bank with respect to the GDP of the country to which the banks belongs to build

an indicator of banking risk by country:

CDSB
it =

n∑
c=1

witcBitc (1)

Where witc is the asset/GDP ratio for each bank, Bitc is the CDS of each bank c in country i at time

t, and CDSB
it is the aggregate banking CDS spread for country i at time t. Data about banking

risk-weighted assets are from the EBA report of the EU-wide stress test in 2011 (EBA (2011)).

Risk-weighted assets are a measure of banks' assets or o�-balance sheet exposures weighted for

risk. A riskier asset is apportioned a higher weight, while less risky assets receive lower weights.

This measure was implemented by the Basel framework (BIS (2010)).

3.2 Sovereign risk

There are two methods used widely in the literature to measure sovereign risk. It can be measured

using the yield spreads between government bonds and a benchmark safe asset or using sovereign

CDS spreads. Sovereign yield spreads in the Euro Area are built using government bonds with

ten years maturity and the German Bund as the benchmark asset. Bond spreads are the most

direct measure of the sovereign risk but it would not allow me to include Germany in my sample

of countries. Germany has been one of the most stable countries during the crisis, so it is essential

4The time series for Irish banks are shorter and concentrated between 2007 and the end of 2010. On the other
hand, data on banks in Greece is available from the end of 2005. The data series on Dexia, Banco Popolare and
Rabobank end in September 2010.
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to consider it. The sovereign CDS spreads are an alternative widely used in the literature, as

explained by Pan & Singleton (2008).

The countries in my dataset are Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands,

Portugal, Spain and Greece.5 Table 4 shows the countries included in the sample and the coverage

period of sovereign CDS for each country. The �rst year of coverage of sovereign CDS spreads for

some countries starts after the coverage of banking CDS. This is the case of France, Netherlands,

Spain and Ireland. The data series of sovereign CDS spreads for Greece ends the 23rd of February

2010 because Greece started the debt restructuring process the next day, and the sovereign CDS

for Greece went out of the market.

3.3 Descriptive statistics

Figure 1 presents the correlation of the sovereign CDS and banking CDS in each Eurozone country

of my sample. The relationship is linear in most of the cases, with the exception of Greece,

Belgium and Portugal.6 The summary statistics of sovereign CDS spreads and banking CDS

spreads in Table 5 and Table 6 give more details about cross-country heterogeneity. Germany,

France, Netherlands, and Austria have average sovereign CDS spreads lower than 50 basis points,

while Italy, Portugal, and Spain all have spreads that are higher than 100 basis points. Greece has

to be treated with caution, since it is an outlier in terms of sovereign risk as Figure 2 and Table

5 show, having average CDS spreads more than six times higher than in Spain or Italy, and the

highest volatility. Greek government debt is excluded from the �nancial markets after February 23

2010, when the spread reached the level of 14904.36 basis points. Banking CDS spreads follow, in

general, the same pattern: countries with higher sovereign spreads have also higher banking CDS

spreads (Figures 2 and 3). In comparing the information in Table 5 and 6 we see that the CDS

values of some of the core countries re�ected the �nancial crisis that they experienced. However,

in their case the banking crisis was not linked to a sovereign crisis. Netherlands average banking

CDS spread was at 84.93 basis points, while its sovereign CDS spread was at 34.37. The banking

CDS spread for Austria was at 93.22 basis points on average, while the sovereign CDS spread was

at 35.37 basis points. The banking risk in these countries did not in�uence the risk of default of

the country itself, due to better fundamentals and better �scal stability than in the case of Core

countries. Greece is the worst country in terms of sovereign risk, followed by Portugal and Ireland.

The data series for Ireland ends on April 21, 2011, given that the main Irish banks after that

5I consider the countries that entered the Eurozone before the European Crisis (2008), so I do not include Latvia,
Estonia, Slovakia, Malta and Cyprus. I also do not include Luxembourg, Finland and Slovenia, because of a lack
of CDS data.

6Data for Belgium re�ect the speci�c dynamics of the country during the crisis. First, Belgium experienced a
major �nancial crisis in 2008-2010 (high banking CDS spreads, low sovereign CDS spreads). Then it experienced a
political crisis and it had a caretaker government until the end of 2011 (high sovereign CDS spreads, low banking
CDS spreads). As soon as the main parties reached an agreement to form a new government, 10-year bond yields
and sovereign CDS spreads fell sharply.
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date exited from the �nancial markets. The Periphery countries have higher banking CDS spreads

because of the linkage between sovereigns and banking. Due to home bias, the main investors in

domestic bonds are the domestic banks, so countries with higher sovereign risk of default also have

more fragile banks.

A peculiarity of the European crisis is that it was a sum of subsequent crises in di�erent countries.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the development of sovereign CDS spreads and banking CDS spreads

over time, respectively. It is possible to distinguish the various phases of the crisis: until the

beginning of 2008 there is little movement in the CDS spreads, when both the CDS spreads of

the sovereigns and of the banks are close to each other, and very close to zero. Mody & Sandri

(2012) associate the widening in the spreads starting at the beginning of 2008 to the rescue of Bear

Sterns in March 2008. From that point on, all sovereign spreads increased due to the weaknesses

of their own banking sectors. The Anglo Irish nationalization in January 2009 was the �rst big

episode of the crisis. At the end of the same year Greece revealed that the o�cial statistics about

the government de�cit and debt were incorrectly reported, and in 2010 the Greek sovereign and

banking spreads start to rise (y axis on the right-hand side of Figure 2), followed by Portugal,

Ireland (which was already fragile) and Spain. Ireland had a second peak at the beginning of 2011,

and Portugal in 2012, which was the worst moment of the crisis. Sovereign and banking CDS

spreads of the same country peaked at the same time.

Figures 4 and 5 show how the CDS spread distributions are right-skewed, with higher concentration

of low spreads during normal times, and a long tail during crisis times.

The heterogeneity in sovereign CDS spreads can be attributed not only to the developments of the

banking sector in each country, but also to each country's fundamentals, especially the debt-to-

GDP ratio and the current de�cit (Figure 6). Starting from 2008, the debt-to-GDP ratio began

to grow in response to the crisis, especially in Greece, Ireland, Spain and France. This situation

is similar looking at de�cit-to-GDP ratio. Not only Ireland had the biggest bailout in 20097, but

also the other countries have a signi�cant increase in de�cit in the same period, as a �rst response

to the crisis in 2008.8

Also the banking CDS spread is related to factors other than sovereign risk. To control for �nancial

variables other than the banking CDS spread I use the VIX index. The VIX is the volatility index

of the Chicago Board Options Exchange, which shows the market's expectation of 30-day volatility.

It is a widely used measure of global market sentiment: an increase in the VIX index indicates a

decrease in the risk appetite of market participants. This uncertainty should re�ect a higher risk

for the �nancial sector and banks.9 As Figure 7 shows, the VIX index experienced some sudden

7The Anglo Irish nationalization contributed to an increase of 32% in the government budget de�cit in one year
8For summary statistics of the debt-to-GDP ratio and the government de�cit see Tables 7 and 8.
9Recently Hyun Song Shin (Shin (2016)) suggested that after the global �nancial crisis the VIX lost his role of

�barometer of risk appetite� and it was substituted by the dollar (BIS, 2016). As an alternative market parameter
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increases during the most troubling moments of the crisis such as 2009, mid-2010 and the end of

2011.

4 Methodology

4.1 Identi�cation of exogenous shocks

The main issue in studying the relationship between sovereign risk and banking risk is identifying

the exogenous shocks which determine the initial step of the loop. I use the narrative approach

(Romer & Romer (1989), Brutti & Saure (2015)) to identify exogenous shocks on banking risk and

on government risk respectively. In this approach, the identi�cation is based on an analysis of the

historical record.

Romer & Romer (1989) pointed out that �problems can arise when isolating the shocks, due to

the judgmental and retrospective nature of the selection process.� To prevent bias in the selection

process, as in Brutti & Saure (2015) I refer to various timelines of the European crisis to determine

which events can be considered shocks to the sovereign CDS risk or to the banking CDS risk. I

also divide the events in the timeline I build into 8 categories: monetary policy (MONP), policy

action and regulation (POLA), social unrest (SOCU), change in rating (RATE), general economic

news (ECON), evolution of market sentiment (MARK), events occurring in countries that are not

part of my sample (FORA), political statements regarding non-committing intentions (POLI).10

Table 2 lists my sources. In particular, I refer to:

• The ECB Key Dates of the European crisis: it is my main source. It contains mostly political

news shocks (POLI and POLA) coming from the European institutions, the monetary pol-

icy shocks (MONP) from the ECB, the most important RATE news (sovereign or banking

downgradings) and the FORA news (Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, for instance).

• Eurostat publications: I refer to the publication dates of news releases about the European

economy. These publications report data on the quarterly growth of GDP, debt to GDP

ratio and government de�cit. If the forecast of the government debt to GDP ratio is revised

upwards or downwards from one issue to the next, I consider the change as news for the

country. These news goes into the ECON category.

for European banks I use the STOXX 600 Banks, a price index speci�c for European banks. The results remain
similar and consistent. See also EBA (2015). Zoli (2013) show how the VIX index is related to sovereign and
banking risk in Europe during the crisis.

10Brutti & Saure (2015)have also a ninth category, �news on private companies� that I don't have in my database.
The only news about private companies I have in my timeline are those about banks: I put them into the �general
economic news� category.
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• World Economic Outlook: I use the publication date of the World Economic Outlook from

January 2004 to October 2013. The WEO reports data by country. As I do with the Eurostat

news releases, if the 1-year forecast of the government debt to GDP ratio is revised upwards

or downwards from one issue to the next, I consider the change as an event that can give

rise to a shock. These news ale also categorized as ECON.

• Brutti & Saure (2015): I use the timeline of news in the paper as a model to build my new

timeline. It contains all the news categories, but they regard only Greece.

• Bruegel's Crisis Timeline: I use it as a check for political shocks.

• Newspapers timelines: I refer to the Wall Street Journal's Europe Debt Crisis Timelines, the

Financial Times Interactive Timeline, the Telegraph's Irish Crisis Timeline and the Reuters

Europe's Debt Crisis Timeline. I use them as a second check on my main sources and to add

�nancial market news or social unrest news that are less covered by institutional sources. I

also refer to the online database LexisNexis for more precision. As a further comparison I

refer to the narrative of the European crisis in Brunnermeier et al. (2016a).

Table 9 presents a sample of the events that I collected. The table reports in the �rst two columns

the category of the event and its date, or, in case it happened on a Sunday or a banking holiday,

the date of the �rst business day after the event. The third column provides information on

whether it is a sovereign shock, a banking shock, or both. The description of the event is in the

last column. Some of the events pertain to one country only, and they will cause a direct shock

only in that speci�c country. For instance, the approval of Italy's austerity package on the 29th

July 2010 is a national sovereign shock that pertains only to Italy. Other events can cause shocks

that a�ect simultaneously more countries. Lehman Brothers bankruptcy is a shock that hit the

�nancial markets directly, and so the banking risk, and it a�ected all countries at the same time.

This means that in my database I will have shocks to di�erent countries occurring at the same

time. In particular, I have 436 events that give rise to 2175 shocks.

Table 10 presents the categorization of shocks as banking shocks, sovereign shocks, or both and

their corresponding frequencies. Sovereign shocks are more frequent than banking shocks. Some

categories have only news that primarily a�ect banks, others have only shocks that primarily a�ect

governments. Some categories have shocks that impact both, in the same time or in di�erent

moments.

• The ECON category contains only shocks to the sovereign sector. It includes the shocks that

pertain to the European Union or the Euro Area as a whole, which I built from the WEO

and Eurostat news releases on the state of the European Economy. These are events that

describe the state of the economy of a country, so they can be an indicator of the country's

risk, but not necessarily a direct indicator of a country's bank riskiness.
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• SOCU also gives rise to sovereign shocks only because they can directly a�ect the sovereign

risk of a country, and indirectly the banking risk of default, depending on the sovereign

exposure of domestic banks.

• RATE contains both independent sovereign shocks and independent banking shocks. In fact,

a rating agency can change the rating of a single bank, without changing the rating of the

sovereign risk of the bank's origin country in the same rating action. Similarly, the rating of

a sovereign can be changed independently from the rating of its banking sector.

• MONP events deserve a special note: since monetary policy operations determine the interest

rate, they can directly a�ect both the banking CDS spread and the sovereign CDS spread.

Those shocks are a source of endogeneity between the variables.

• The same is true for some policy actions (or intentions), included in the categories POLA and

POLI. Certain policy actions taken by European policymakers can simultaneously in�uence

both sovereign risk and banking risk. This is the case, for instance, in the adoption of the

Euro Plus Pact on the 25th of March, 2011. This was a commitment of the European Union

member states to implement structural reforms regarding competitiveness, sustainability of

public �nances, and �nancial stability. Another example are the bail outs of the Irish banks

by the Irish government in 2010.

As a consequence of the last two points, I exclude the entire category of Monetary policy events

(MONP) and some shocks categorized as POLA or POLI shocks, and I create a smaller group of

events that cause only one kind of shock at the time. For my analysis I will only use this restricted

sample of shocks.

4.2 IV analysis with narrative strategy

I use a TSLS model to analyze the e�ect of an increase in the sovereign CDS spread on the

banking CDS spread. Due to the endogeneity among those two variables, I need an appropriate

identi�cation strategy to eliminate reverse causality between sovereign and banking risk. The

exogenous instruments Zit are based on the shocks originated from the events in my timeline. The

�rst instrument is a dummy used as indicator for the sovereign shocks:

shockSit =

1 if there is a soveregin shock in country i at day t

0 otherwhise
(2)

The second instrument is an index which is the ratio of number of shocks per week to the number

of working days in the week. I set the number of working days, n, equal to �ve. This is an indicator

of the volatility of the news and of uncertainty in the �nancial markets.
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The index is a backward moving average on a weekly time span. I adopt this methodology because

I assume that agents consider news shocks that happened in previous days, without forming any

speci�c expectation about events occurring in the next days. The index is built as follows:

SF S
it =

shockSit + shockSit−1 + ...+ shockSit−n+1

n
(3)

Where SF S
it is the index that measures the average number of sovereign shocks per day in a week,

shockSit is the sovereign shock at time t in country i and n is the number of working days.

The third instrument is the interaction term between the dummy for the sovereign shock and the

shock frequency index. The rationale is that the impact of a shock can change if the shock comes

in tranquil times or in unstable times.

As shown in Figure 8, the average number of sovereign shocks per day in a week increases over

time: it is 0.33 in 2004, that corresponds to a bit more than one shock every working week. It

increases at a peak of 1 per day in a week by the end of 2009 (and in 2011) and it remained at

around 0.65 per day in a week in 2010 and thereafter.

The period of higher instability seems to correspond to the periods of stronger correlation between

the banking and the sovereign risk: from the end of 2009 to 2012.

The �rst-stage equation of my TSLS model is:

CDSS
it = α + β1shock

S
it + β2SF

S
it + β3SF

S
it ∗ shockSit +Xit + µi + τt + εit (4)

Where CDSS
it is the sovereign CDS spread of country i in day t, shockSit is the sovereign shock for

country i in day t, SF S
it is the weekly frequency of the shocks, Xit is a vector of controls, µi are

the country �xed e�ects and τt the time �xed e�ects.

The second-stage regression is:

CDSB
it = γ ˆCDSS

it +Xit + µi + τt + εit (5)

Where CDSB
it is the banking CDS spread in country i at time t, ˆCDSS

it is the �tted value of

sovereign CDS for country i in day t from the �rst-stage regression, γ is the coe�cient that

measures the e�ect of the sovereign CDS spread on the banking CDS spread, my coe�cient of

interest. Xit are the controls,
11 µi and τt are the country and time �xed e�ects.

11My controls are the VIX index and the debt/GDP
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4.3 Discussion of the identi�cation strategy

The confusion between sovereign shocks and banking shocks is not the only potential source of

reverse causality. Di�erent shocks occurring at the same time could be another issue for identi�-

cation: spillovers, that can spread from one country to another through the strong �nancial and

trade linkages of the EU members, are also a source of endogeneity. Cross border investments in

sovereign bonds from more indebted (and potentially more fragile) countries spread throughout

the European Union, and faster throughout the Euro Area during the crisis. To avoid potential

biases in my analysis due to spillover e�ects, I use a database of daily data. High-frequency data

allows me the possibility of disentangling the immediate e�ect of the daily shock on the banking

and sovereign CDS spreads before other secondary e�ects are registered.

A possible shortcoming of this approach is that I can identify the frequency of the shocks, but not

their magnitude. For instance, Lehman Brothers' bankruptcy had alone a crucial impact on the

�nancial markets during the crisis, causing panic reactions. On the other hand, many small steps

were needed to reassure the markets about a resolution of the crisis, but each of these individually

had a minimal impact on the level of sovereign or banking risk. This means that I need as many

shocks as possible to �nd and not simply some big shocks with long lasting e�ects.

Figures 9 and 10 well illustrate this issue. Figure 9 shows the total number of sovereign shocks by

country and year while Figure 10 does the same for banking shocks. Two points stand out. First,

the total number of sovereign shocks in my dataset is higher than the number of banking shocks.

While there are on average at least ten sovereign shocks per country each year (during the crisis the

number increases over 30 shocks per year in some cases), the maximum number of banking shocks

are, on average, much lower than 10.12 Second, the heterogeneity of the shocks among countries is

greater in case of sovereign shocks. This is an important point to raise with respect to the use of a

panel data approach with �xed e�ects, as I do. Country �xed e�ects are almost non-existent in the

case of banking shocks so it is recommendable to use a di�erent approach. The scarce variability

in shocks to banks by country is possibly explained by my data sources. I rely mostly on timelines

of policy institutions, that does not give me enough details about the situation of single banks

during the crisis. Many shocks that a�ect banks are a�ecting the European �nancial system as a

whole or regards resolutions addressed to all Eurozone countries. For this reason, this paper will

focus on the study of the identi�cation of the channel of transmission of the sovereign risk to the

banking sector. I leave to future research the compilation of a more detailed dataset of banking

news and the possibility of expanding my results.

12Only for Spain the maximum number of banking shocks is 14 in 2010.
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5 Results

I divide the countries of my sample into a Periphery countries group (Portugal, Greece, Spain,

Italy, Ireland) and a Core countries group (Austria, Germany, France, Netherlands, Belgium). I

also divide the period covered into sub-periods: before the crisis (from 2004 to the end of July

2007, when the subprime crisis in the United States started to spread to other countries), after the

crisis (from July 26 2012 to the end of my sample) and during the crisis. I consider two di�erent

periods to identify the crisis: from August 2007 to July 25 2012 and from October 2009 to July

25, 2007.13 As Table 11 shows, the correlation between sovereign CDS spreads and banking CDS

spreads seem to grow during the crisis period (from 0.15 to 0.8) and it remains high even after

the Draghi speech in 2012. This is true especially in periphery countries for whom the correlation

increases from 0.8 during the crisis to 0.95 after the Draghi speech. Instead, in the case of core

countries, the crisis is the hardest shock: the correlation changes from -0.34 in 2004-2007 to 0.53

in 2007-2012 (or to 0.46 if we look at the shorter period 2009-2012), while after the Draghi speech

the correlation does not increase so much as in the Periphery countries. With respect to the

distribution of the shocks over time, Table 12 highlights that the sovereign shocks concentrate in

the crisis period. However, the frequency of the shocks in each period is similar and always lower

than 10 percent. I am assured that my results for the subperiods are not driven by an excessive

amount of shocks during the crisis with respect to the non-crisis periods.

5.1 Panel results

The speci�cation gives some interesting results as Tables 13 and 14 show. The �rst-stage results

for the analysis in Table 14 are in Table 15.

Tables 13 and 14 present the results of the OLS model and the second-stage of a TSLS regression

on the same country groups (core and periphery) for di�erent time periods: from 2004 to 2013,

before, during, and after the crisis. The results of the regression of the banking CDS spread on

the sovereign CDS spread for Periphery and core countries on the entire time period is not very

informative. The coe�cient of the sovereign CDS spread is always signi�cant, for both country

groups, even though the signi�cance is lower in the Core countries group. In the TSLS model, the

instruments are strong only for the Periphery countries (the F-statistic is higher than 10 and the

maximal IV relative bias is less than 5%, see Stock & Yogo (2005) and Staiger & Stock (1997))

while they are weak in case of the Core countries.

By dividing the sample into di�erent time periods we can spot the di�erent dynamics that occurred

13The �rst time interval considers the spillovers of the subprime crisis to Europe as the beginning of the crisis,
while the second one considers the European sovereign crisis (which started at the end of 2009 after the election of a
new Greek government lead by George Papandreou and the admission about the debt issues in Greece in November
2009).
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during the 10-years period. From 2004 to the end of July 2007 the sovereign CDS spreads and

the banking CDS spreads are not correlated. During the crisis, a signi�cant positive correlation

appears only for Periphery countries. The tests in Table 14 show that the instruments are strong.

The maximum relative bias is also a measure of how strong the IV is. The maximum acceptable

level for non-weak instruments is 10%.

In both de�nitions of crisis I consider, the instruments are strong and the sovereign spread is

positively related to the banking CDS spread. The e�ect is higher for the longer time span case

(from 2007 to 2009 the e�ect of an increase of 100 basis point in the sovereign spread causes an

increase of 50 basis points in the banking CDS spread in the Periphery countries, while it rises

only by 25 basis points from 2009 onwards).

The direction and the magnitude of the OLS and IV coe�cients are similar but the TSLS model

reports higher coe�cients. Nevertheless, during the crisis the transmission of the sovereign shocks

to the banks is worse than what the OLS estimation shows. The same is not true for the period

after the crisis, starting on the 26th of July, 2012. The OLS coe�cients are statistically signi�cant,

higher in absolute value and with a positive sign, meaning that the correlation between the banking

CDS spread and the sovereign CDS spread after the Draghi speech became stronger. However,

these results are a�ected by reverse causality. The TSLS regressions suggest that the action of the

ECB, the Draghi speech and the subsequent launch of the OMT broke the channel of transmission

of sovereign risk to the banking risk: the coe�cient on sovereign risk is insigni�cant and the

direction of the e�ect is reversed.

The results in column (9) of Table 14 deserve a special note. Due to multicollinearity in the �rst-

stage regression, it is not possible to compute the weak identi�cation test, even after partialling

out the controls. After testing for multicollinearity in the �rst stage it results that the responsible

for it is the instrument built as the interaction term between the dummy for sovereign shock and

the weekly average number of shocks. I run the same TSLS regression after having dropped the

interaction term. The coe�cient of the sovereign CDS spread in the second stage remains insignif-

icant, both with and without the control. Moreover, the instruments are strong (the maximum

IV bias is lower than 10%) and they pass the Hansen overidenti�cation test. The multicollinearity

problem can arise only in this last stage for two reasons. The �rst is that both Ireland and Greece

do not have data in 2012, so the analysis looses two of the most troubled countries during the crisis.

The second is that after mid 2012 the situation on the �nancial markets started to normalize, the

sovereign CDS spreads were lower and as a consequence there were less negative sovereign shocks

at a country level, as shown also in Figure 10.

The stronger and more signi�cant instrument to estimate the sovereign CDS spread is the average

weekly frequency of the shocks if we consider the longer crisis period. After 2009 the sovereign

shock itself is the stronger instrument to look at, as shown by the �rst-stage results in Table 15.

This suggest that during the �nancial crisis the general increase in uncertainty about sovereign
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stability was the main factor that in�uenced the change in sovereign CDS spreads. Still, after 2009

single sovereign shocks had a stronger impact on the dynamics of sovereign risk. In fact, Periphery

countries like Greece, Portugal and Italy were hit by country speci�c shocks of stronger impact in

that period.

The main result is then that the e�ect of sovereign CDS spread on the banking CDS spread in

normal times is not signi�cant, while the sovereign CDS spread has a positive and signi�cant e�ect

on the banking CDS spread during the crisis. This is true especially for Periphery countries, while

I do not �nd a signi�cant relationship between sovereign CDS spreads and banking CDS spreads

for Core countries.

5.2 Robustness checks

As a robustness check I test whether adding the debt-to-GDP ratio as an exogenous variable in

the model changes the signi�cance of my instrument. The debt-to-GDP ratio is correlated with

the sovereign risk, to the extent that it is one of the determinants of the sovereign risk ratings

by rating agencies. However, one can expect that this control should not in�uence the results,

because the debt-GDP ratio does not change as fast as the sovereign spread. Some studies showed

that during the crisis the sovereign CDS spreads were very di�erent from their theoretical value

as dictated by fundamentals (Durdu et al. (2013)).

The results for these regressions are shown in Table 16 and 17. The coe�cients on the sovereign

CDS spreads in the OLS and TSLS models are closer in magnitude than in previous estimations.

Moreover, the results for the entire time period presented in columns (1) and (2) show that the

Periphery countries group is the only one signi�cantly interested by the sovereign-bank link. Both

in the OLS regression and in the TSLS the e�ect of the banking CDS spreads on sovereign CDS

spreads is positive and signi�cant only for Periphery, but the coe�cient is higher for the TSLS

model (an increase of 100 basis points in the sovereign CDS spread translates in an increase of more

than 30 basis points in the banking CDS spread). The instruments are strong, with a maximal IV

relative bias of 5 percent.

Looking at the subperiods, the instruments are strong and signi�cant only for the crisis period

starting in 2009. Although the instruments are exogenous in all models, they are weak in the

speci�cation covering the period 2007-2012. The inclusion of the debt-to-GDP ratio might increase

the precision of the results and might erode the explanatory power of the instruments on the longer

period. The sovereign debt crisis started in 2009 in Europe.14 It is possible that although there

were already some sovereign shocks recorded, they were not as strong as those that arrived after

14Before 2009, sovereign fragility was the consequence of �nancial bailouts from the European governments (in
Ireland for instance).
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2009, when the ratings of many sovereigns fell and there was rising risk of contagion. The �rst-stage

results for Table 17 are in Table 18.

As a second check I exploit the presence of three instruments to vary my model. Tables 19 and 20

show that using the sovereign shock as an exogenous regressor instead of using it as an instrument

does not change my results. The remaining instruments (the weekly frequency of the shocks and

the interaction term) are still exogenous and strong and their e�ect remains similar to the previous

tests in terms of sign and signi�cance. They are a bit less strong (10 percent of relative bias). The

sovereign CDS spread has the same coe�cient in the second stage. The �rst-stage results of the

TSLS model are in Table 20.

6 Policy implications

The analysis of this paper has two policy implications that can be explored further.

First, I identify the channel of transmission of the sovereign risk of default to the bank risk of

default, using news on events as exogenous shocks to identify the episodes of higher sovereign risk.

This can be useful for institutions whose goal is to maintain �nancial and banking stability on the

markets. Sovereign risk is transmitted to banks during crisis periods, and the European case shows

in particular that even small sovereign shocks, if too frequent, can cause tensions in the banking

sector.

Second, I show the role of a common policy maker for the Euro Area, like the ECB, in breaking

the sovereign-bank linkage and in normalizing the stresses in the markets. This suggests that in

case of systemic crises in a currency union as the Euro Area the intervention of a single country is

not enough to have a signi�cant e�ect on the markets, and arrive to a solution of the crisis.

The results of my paper contributes to the policy discussion about the control of the transmission

of sovereign risk to the banks. As my data show, the sovereign risk increased during the crisis

(Altavilla et al. (2016), Acharya & Ste�en (2015)), especially in weaker countries in the Euro

Area, and it also varies considerably from one country to another (Brunnermeier et al. (2016b)).

Looking at the banking-sovereign nexus, the transmission of banking risk to sovereign risk has

been addressed by the �rst two pillars of the European Banking Union: common supervision and

common resolution of troubled banks. However, conversely, the debate regarding how to block

the direct transmission of sovereign risk to banks is open. In November 2015, the European

Commission proposed to create a European Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS), with the intention

of providing a stronger and more consistent insurance cover for all the retail depositors in the

banking Union (Commission (2015)).

Another option (that does not exclude the Deposit Insurance Scheme) aims to reduce the banks'

exposure to sovereigns, weighting the sovereign risk of sovereign bonds by country. Brunnermeier
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et al. (2016b) propose to create a synthetic euro-wide �safe asset� by securitizing a GDP-weighted

pool of euro area government bonds. The senior tranche obtained for the securitization of this

portfolio is proposed to be an instrument called the European Safe Bond or ESB (see also Pagano

(2016)). However, Andritzky et al. (2016) point out that the introduction of risk-based large expo-

sure limits would imply substantial portfolio shifts for banks, while additional capital requirements

would imply rather small additional capital bu�ers, while being easier to implement. Lanotte et al.

(2016) add that the microeconomic and macroeconomic costs of a reform of the current prudential

rules could be higher than the bene�ts. Moreover, �nding the appropriate methodology to compute

the sovereign creditworthiness might be challenging.

My paper shows that the introduction of the OMT program in 2012 and the creation of the banking

union, although incomplete, has been e�ective resolutions to stop the most virulent phase of the

sovereign-bank nexus. After July 2012 there is no evidence that new sovereign shock a�ected

directly the banking risk. This suggests that stronger cooperation between countries is the right

approach to strengthen the stability of �nancial markets and public �nances in the Eurozone.

Discussing about long-term solutions such as a di�erent weighting of sovereign risk and how this

could be smoothly implemented is important not only for the future of the Eurozone but also

for the global �nancial system. For the time being, the best way to reduce the riskiness of the

sovereign-bank nexus in the Eurozone is to strengthen the public accounts and to complete the

Banking Union.

7 Conclusions

This paper identi�es a causal linkage between the sovereign risk of default and the banking risk of

default during the Eurozone crisis. The identi�cation of the transmission channel is not straight-

forward, as the presence of the diabolic loop makes the computation of a clean measure of the

e�ect of a sovereign shock on the banking risk during the crisis challenging.

To quantify the sovereign-bank nexus I use a TSLS model with exogenous instruments. To identify

exogenous shocks to the sovereign sector I compile an original timeline of daily news that covers

the period from 2004 to 2013. I follow the narrative approach to identify which of them are pure

sovereign shocks and which are shocks common both to banks and sovereigns. I use only the pure

shocks to build three exogenous instruments to estimate sovereign CDS spread in the �rst stage.

I use a panel of daily data for ten Euro Area countries with a time coverage that goes from 2004

to 2013. I run my analysis on a Periphery countries group and a Core countries group for three

periods: before, during and after the crisis.

The model is identi�ed and the instruments are valid for Periphery countries only during the crisis

period, not in normal times, while for Core countries I never �nd a signi�cant sovereign-banking
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nexus even during the crisis period. In line with the current literature I �nd that an increase of

100 basis points in the sovereign CDS spread in periphery countries causes a signi�cant increase

in the bank CDS spread of at least 21 basis points.

The results of my paper suggest that an institution in charge of maintaining banking and �nancial

stability has to follow closely shocks that increase sovereign risk, even if they are small, since they

can be transmitted to the �nancial sector in crisis periods. During the crisis individual interventions

by single governments in the Eurozone were not useful to break the linkage between sovereign risk

and banking risk. This suggest that more policy coordination among Euro Area member states,

for instance through the completion of the Banking Union, is the right path to enhance stability

and loosen the banking-sovereign nexus.
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A Figures

Figure 1: Banking and sovereign CDS spreads by country

Figure 2: Sovereign CDS spreads in selected Eurozone countries, 2004-2013
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Figure 3: Banking CDS in selected Eurozone countries, 2004-2013
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Figure 4: Density of banking CDS spreads by country
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Figure 5: Density of sovereign CDS spreads by country

Figure 6: Government debt and de�cit for selected Eurozone countries, 2004-2013 (% of GDP)
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Figure 7: VIX index, 2004-2013

Figure 8: Number of shocks per day in a week
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Figure 9: Sovereign shocks by country and year

Figure 10: Banking shocks by country and year
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B Tables

Table 1: Data sources

Table 2: News sources, detail
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Table 3: Banks by country and data coverage of their CDS spreads
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Table 4: Data coverage of sovereign CDS spreads

Table 5: Sovereign CDS spreads by country, 2004-2013
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Table 6: Aggregate banking CDS spreads by country, 2004-2013

Table 7: Debt/GDP by country. 2004-2013
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Table 8: Government de�cit by country, 2004-2013 (% of GDP)

Table 9: Sample of the events and their classi�cation
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Table 10: Classi�cation of the shocks as banking shocks, sovereign shocks or both

Table 11: Correlation coe�cient between banking and sovereign CDS spreads, 2004-2013

Table 12: Number of sovereign shocks before, during, and after the crisis
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Table 13: OLS regressions by country groups, 2004-2013

Table 14: TSLS, panel regression by country groups, second stage, 2004-2013
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Table 15: TSLS, panel regression by country groups, �rst stage, 2004-2013

Table 16: OLS regressions using Debt/GDP as independent variable, 2004-2013
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Table 17: TSLS, panel regression by country groups, results using debt/GDP as independent
variable, second stage, 2004-2013

Table 18: TSLS, panel regression using debt/GDP as exogenous variable, �rst stage, by country
groups, 2004-2013
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Table 19: TSLS, panel regression by country groups, using debt/GDP and sovereign shocks as
exogenous variables, �rst stage, 2004-2013

Table 20: TSLS, panel regression by country groups, results using debt/GDP and dummy sovereign
shocks as independent variables, second stage, 2004-2013
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